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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this presentation I shall assume that everyone is familiar with the 

existence of two narrow resonances coupling to electrons 1,2,3 at masses of 

3.1 and 3.7 GeV. Properties of these resonances will be described at length. 

I shall also discuss upper limits which we can place for the production of other 

such resonances in the range 3.2 to 5.9 GeV. 4 Lastly, I shall discuss some 

tantalizing structure at 4.1 GeV. 5 This talk will concentrate upon the experi- 

mental facts; various speculations will be left for other speakers. It should 

be emphasized that most results described are preliminary and are subject to 

refinement, 

II. APPARATUS 

In order to save time I shall give only a very short description of the 

experimental apparatus6: The storage ring itself circulates one beam each of 

positrons and electrons which collide at O”, and the energy resolution (standard 

deviation) is of the order of 1 MeV for a center-of-mass energy of 3 GeV. 

This high resolution is dominated by quantum fluctuations in the synchrotron 

radiation. The absolute energy of the machine is known only to about 0.1%. 

The interaction region is of order of a millimeter transverse to the beam and 

a few centimeters along the beam. 

The magnetic detector is schematized in Fig. 1, and consists of a counter 

around the interaction region, some spark chambers, some more counters for 

measuring time-of-flight, and some more for electron identification. The 

solenoidal magnet produces a nearly uniform field of about 4 kG along the beam. 

The time-of-flight system allows T/K separation up to about 600 MeV/c. The 
trigger requires two or more charged particles; this means, for example, 

that no totally neutral final states can be studied. 
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Backgrounds for the data on the resonances are extremely small and have 

no effect on results, being of the order of 0.01% to 0.1%. 

III. PROPERTIES OF G(3.1) 

There are several properties of the G(3.1) which can be easily extracted 

from the data. Figure 2 shows the total hadron cross section as a function of 

center-of-mass energy. The two most striking features of the figure are the 

magnitude of the peak cross section, -2500 nb, and the very narrow width, 

-2.5 MeV FWHM, a width which is fully compatible with the expected resolu- 

tion of the storage ring. This means that what is plotted is not really the r 

cross section but rather a convolution of the cross section with the machine 

resolution. To a very good approximation the shape of the curve depends only 

upon the area of the cross section vs. w. - On very general grounds the cross 

section for resonance production can be related to partial widths 

(qw) =2y yc 
(m-w) +F2/4 ’ 

(11 
where J is the spin of the resonance, Fe is the partial width for decay into 

e+e-, Fc is the partial width to any channel c, w is the center-of-mass energy, 

m is the mass, and F is the total width of the resonance. Thus, the data for 

e+e- -$ - hadrons are described by 

I nHaw=yreBH , (2) 

where BH is the branching fraction into hadrons. Using the data of Fig. 2 and 

making appropriate radiative corrections7 the integral cross section may be 

obtained, J cH dw = 10.8 & 2.7 nb GeV. Assuming a spin J=l, on the prejudice 

that $(3. 1) is produced by single photon annihilation of the original e+ and e-, 

the product FeBH can be determined. The branching fractions to leptons may 
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be determined using the data of Fig. 3 (which, by the way, manifests gross 

violations of QED); assuming that there are no totally unobserved decay modes, 

Fe and r may be determined, re = 5.2h1.3 keV; r = 77119 keV. The errors 

stated are strongly correlated and are entirely dominated by systematic errors 

which are due, for example, to setting errors in energy and variations of 

machine resolution with experimental conditions. The demands made upon the 

machine for energy setting are extremely severe, and much effort was needed 

to maintain relative setting errors to less than 0.1 MeV center-of-mass 

8 energy. 

The assumption of J=l can be tested experimentally by looking at the decay 

zli - 4c If the state zj(3.1) has the same quantum numbers as a photon, then: 

and only then, there can be interference of this channel with normal p-pair 

production by QED. Figure 4 shows the prediction for the ratio of yields for 

z) - p+p- to $ - e+e- using the parameters already obtained. The choice of 

the ratio is convenient because systematic errors are minimized. Two cases 

are shown, with and without interference, corresponding respectively to pure 

axial vector and pure vector interaction. Figure 5 shows our data, which have 

been more coarsely binned to improve the statistical accuracy of each point. 

The amount of data in the interference region is limited so that a fit is not 

very fruitful; however, the hypothesis that there is no interference may be 

unambiguously tested: For this case the expected p rate should rise rapidly 

for w > 3.093 GeV, but be quite flat below 3.093 GeV. There is a total of 

89 p-pair events and 1532 e-pair events below 3.093 GeV. Given those e-pair 

events, one expects 122 p pairs; thus, the observed yield of ~1 pairs is -3 

standard deviations below that expected for no interference. Furthermore, 

the above observed yield is compatible with the interference hypothesis. We 
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conclude that $~(3.1) must have the same quantum numbers as the photon, 

having rejected the hypothesis of no interference. The observation of this 

interference is the most convincing and direct evidence of the vector nature of 

the $(3. 1). 

The observation of interference does not rule out the possibili.ty that $(3.1) 

is a mixture of vector and axial vector properties. The angular distribution 

of the p pairs is sensitive to such a mixture. In parti.cular, if e(3.1) has both 
., 

vector and axial vector properties (i. e. , a parity violation) there will be an asym- 

metry in the p-pair angular distribution at the resonance energy. The observed 

asymmetry is less than .04 in absolute value at the resonance energy, and is 

compatible with 0 in the region 5 MeV above and below the resonance. This 

implies a V-A mixing angle of less than 8 0 . 

IV. PROPERTIES OF $(3.7) 

We can carry through some of the same kinds of analysis on the z,!J(~. 7) as 

on the q/:(3. 1). Figure 6 shows the hadronic cross section. The integrated 

cross section is / oHdw = 3.7&O. 9 nb GeV, and Fe = 2.260.6 keV. Again the 

errors are strongly correlated and dominated by systematics. In contrast to 

t.he 4 (3. 1)) however, the $(3.?) has a very small branching ratio to leptons, so 

that the determination of I’ from re is difficult. An upper limit on I? may be 

obtained from the width of the hadronic yield vs. w. A total width JY > 1 MeV - 

is incompatible \;ith the expected resolution of the machine, while a lower 

limit of I’ = 0.2 MeV is obtained by attributing all p-pair events reconstrycting 

near 3.684 GeV to % - $p- (i. e. ) including QED events). This number will 

eventually be determined when our constrained fitting programs have been 

thoroughly tested and loss or contamination mechanisms well studied. Because 

of the small branching fraction we cannot yet make the definitive test for 
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interference, and we can only assume, not prove, that ~j(3.7) has spin 1. Much 

more data will be required to perform this test. 

V. DECAY MODES OF q(3.1) AND ~j(3.7) 

The leptonic decays of the q(3.1) have already been discussed. If this 

conference were a few weeks later it would be possible to be much more quanti- 

tative in the discussion of the hadronic decay modes which have been seen. At 

this time constrained event fitting programs are being developed, and the 

reported branching modes can only be discussed qualitatively. These results 

promise to be quite exciting, but for now I can only tease your appetite. 

One clear result is that the cross section for 1C (one constraint) events 

involving an odd number of pions , e . g. , 27~’ 27r- R, is substantially greater 

than that for 4C (four constraint) events, e.g., 27~” 27r‘-. We have clean signals 

for the modes n+r-n’, 2x+ 27r- 7r”, and 37r’ 37r- TO. The 5- and ‘I-pion modes 

have cross sections of the order of 50 nb (compared to the total hadronic cross 

section of 2500 nb), while the 3-pion mode is a little smaller. Clear p” and p* 

signals are seen in the 3-pion state; clear signals for p* and w are seen in the 

5 -pion state. 

The 4C events have a significantly smaller cross section than the 1C 

events. The decay q(3.1) - pi5 has been seen with a cross section -2 nb (no 

correction for detection efficiency). The states 2-/’ 27r-, T+T- K+K-, and 

37Z 3n- are all clearly seen. These multipion cross sections are sufficiently 

small that the direct photon-hadron coupling with a vacuum polarization 

enhancement by the q(3.1) form an important part of the observed yield. 

Figure 7a shows a normal e+e- annihilation to a single photon, which in turn 

couples to a final state f. If one writes a dispersion relation for the photon 

propagator (or alternatively for the vawuum polarization tensor) the effect 
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shown in Fig. 7b results, where the reaction e’e- - y - $ -+ y ---) f takes place. 

A nice example of such a final state is that of p pairs, which were seen to have 

a large enhancement near the zJ(3.1). Thus, one expects’ any direct y - f 

channel to be enhanced in the same way as the ,u-pair channel. Since the p-pair 

channel is enhanced by a factor of -20 one expects the nonresonant production 

of 27r’ 27r- or 37r+ 37r- to be enhanced by the same factor. Both these channels 

were measured to have cross sections - 1 nb at w = 3.0 GeV, meaning that one 

expects to see.-20 nb on the resonance; this is in fact about what is seen. If 

one assumes isospin and G parity conservation in the decay, then the assign- 

ment of even isospin and negative G parity is favored for G(3.1). 

Isolating exclusive channels in the decay of $(3.7) has proven to be much 

more elusive than for e(3.1). The only clearly established channel so far is a 

cascade from q(3.7) - q(3.1) + hadrons, and a 4C fit may clearly distinguished 

for G(3.7) -r q(3.1) + 7?nIT- where the #(3.1) - leptons. An example of such a 

decay is shown in Fig. 8. The branching fraction for 7#(3.7) - z/(3.1) + anything 

is large, viz. -l/2. 

VI. ARE THERE OTHER RESONANCES? 

A storage ring is both very good and very bad for finding narrow resonances. 

One of the ring’s fundamental properties is its very high energy resolution, or 

stated alternatively its very narrow band-pass. Thus one must look very care- 

fully in fine steps to find a narrow resonance lest it be missed entirely. On 

the other hand, when the resonance is found, the signal to noise ratio is 

immense; when the cross section rises by a factor of 100 over the normal rate 

(which was itself considered large a few years ago) there is no mistaking the 

existence of something so spectacular. Our discovery of $(3.1) is a beautiful 
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case of serendipity. Our original experiment?aimed at taking data in 200 MeV 

steps on OH over as large a range of center-of-mass energy as possible. The 

avowed purpose was to check scaling and look for structure in the s dependence 

of C H’ The first phase of this data taking was completed by March 1974. By 

then we noted an anomaly in gH at 3.2 GeV, and in May we acquired more dab 

with finer steps. At first glance the new data showed no unusual behavior, but 

upon close examination, several runs taken at 3.1 GeV were internally incon- 

sistent. Because of work being done on SPEAR, the next opportunity for data 

taking was in November. We then measured several points near 3.1 GeV and 

very soon found the $(3.1). Thus, the original anomaly at w = 3.2 GeV was 

just the radiative tail of the ti(3.1)) and the data at w = 3,lO -were inconsistent 

because of small setting errors in the machine energy. Having found the q~(3.1) 

we immediately began a fine resolution scan and soon found the +(3,7’). The 

raw data of the scan are sho-wn in Fig. 9, 4 where the $(3. ‘i) is clearly visible 

but no other resonances appear from 3.2 to 5.9 GeV.’ The region below 3.2 GeV 

has not been completed for technical reasons. Table I shows the upper limits 

we place on i aHdw for the production of more, narrow, resonances. 

Returning now to the original experiment, the coarse energy scan, the 

results may be seen in Fig. 10. 5 The observed total cross section fails from 

37 nb at w=2.6 GeV to a valley of -18 nb in the 3.0 to 3.6 GeV region and has 

a peak of -30 nb at w - 4.1 GeV. This peak is clearly quite different in 

character from the $( 3.1) and z/(3. ‘?), since it is rather broad, 250 -to 300 MeV. 

It is interesting to note, however, that the integrated “resonant” cross section 

is -5.5 nb GeV, of the same order of magnitude as that of -the $f3.1) and 

$(3. ‘7). At this time we have too few events on or near this peak to attempt a 

seriously studying exclusive channels. We plan to accumulate much niore 
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data in the near future for this purpose. In addition there are insufficient data 

to clearly distinguish whether the structure at 4.1 GeV is a resonance or just 

the opening of a new channel. Our data taking in the immediate future will 

concentrate on this region. 

VII. EFFECTS OF qj(3.1) AND 2$(3, 7) ON TESTS OF QED 

We have recently submitted for publication tests of QED based upon studying 

e’e- and p++IJ.- final states at 3.0, 3.8, and 4.8 GeV. 6 One must ask what 

effects would one see in these tests due to the two resonances? Because the 

e+e- cross section into our detector is -13 times the p+p- cross section, any 

lepton contamination is more serious in the p+p- channel. For the test at r 

w= 3.0 GeV the most important effect is the interference of the q(3.1) with 

QED: the ~1 production i, r= depressed by about 2% and the e-pair yield is very 

slightly raised. We originally quoted a ratio of p pairs/e pairs divided by the 

expected ratio for QED =; 0.95 3: 0.04. Using present information this becomes 

0.972.0.04. For the test at w= 3.8 GeV the most serious contamination is in 

the p pairs due to the cascade $.(3.7) - ~~(3.1) + (nothing seen) and subsequently 

$q‘,. 1) ‘-a - . -P I-I (Such events would have been accepted as valid QED events in 

the original a-nalysis. ) Such an effect yields an excess of -1.4% i-1 pairs and a 

very slight excess of e pairs. The radiation by the incident beams can produce 

s 0117 f’ c (3. ‘7) which c an agail decay into p pairs. This effect is expected to be 

of the order of 0.4’;; excess for p pairs and much less fm e pairs. There is 

also a 0. +I’,?. excess in p pairs due to ;1;(3. 1) interference effects. Lastly, if 

~(3. 7) has the same quantum numbers as the photon. then there can be an 

intc.~rferctnce, which will produce an excess of 0.8’%, ,U pairs. Taken together 

we ctxpect an enhancement of 2.2 to 3.0$ in the ,U pairs and much less for the 

e pours. Our quoted kh/e ratio compared to QED is 1.05 50.03 which becomes 
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1.02 or 1.03 f 0.03. An extremely high precision experiment on QED might 

have led to discovery of the @Is.. Given a factor of 30 more data (assuming 

systematic errors could be appropriately reduced) one could, in principle 

discover that something was happening between 3.0 and 3.8 GeV because of the 

change of sign of the discrepancy in the p/e ratio from QED. It is hardly likely 

however, that this would happen in practice. The lesson is clear: tests of 

QED may not be as definitive as they appear at first sight. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

We have to date 3 bona fide vector mesons, the p, W, and $, and we are -- 

offering a particle, the gl(3.1) which also shares the quantum numbers of the 

photon. It is inter‘esting to compare some of their properties shown in Table II 

Also, included in the table are the 7#(3.7) and the 4.1 GeV enhancement, on the 

assumption that they are produced by single photon annihilation, and thus have 

spin 1; the case for this assumption is not proven. A striking feature of the 

table is that the partial widths to electrons of all these states are fairly si.milar 

spanning a bit less than a factor of 10. At the same time the total widths differ 

enormously. Explaining these widths may reveal some exciting new ideas in 

physics. Finally, there is a glaring hole in the mass spectrum between the 

Q and zj(3.1). Unfortunately, SPEAR cannot be operated in that region, so we 

eagerly await other laboratories to study that region. 
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The radiative correction is large, -3O%, but well understood, since we 

are concerned only with the soft photon region. 

This tolerance is 30 times smaller than the original design specifications 

for stability of the ring, and that such precision was actually reached is 

a monument to superb work done by technical people involved in the design 

and maintenance of the ring. The reader will also note that the absolute 

energy scale differs from our previously published results due to a cali- 

bration error in the primary laboratory reference. 

The largest fluctuation is centered at 3. 795 GeV, where 8 events were 

detected for 2 expected. There is an independent reason for considering 

this a fluctuation rather than a signal. A narrow resonance with an inte- 

grated cross section of 1470 nb MeV located at 3.795 GeV would yield a 

radiative tail of about 13 nb at 3,300 C&V. We have previously taken 

extensive data at 3.800 GeV and these data cannot reasonably support the 

esistenee of a radiative tail of that size (see Ref. 5). If this fluctuation is 

excluded, then the limit on a narrow resonance in the region 3. 720 to 

4.000 GeV changes from 1470 to 850 nb MeV. 
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- 
TABLE I 

Upper limits at the 90% confidence level for the radiatively corrected 

integrated croso )- Q qection of a possib’le resonance. The units are nb MeV. 

Mass range Resonance width (FWHM in NeV) 

i&V> 0” 10 20 

3.200 to 3.500 970 2230 

3.500 to 3.690 780 1090 1540 

3.720 to 4.000 1470h 1530 1860 

4.000 to 4.400 

4.400 to 4.900 

4.900 to 5.400 780 1720 

5.400 to 5,900 800 1120 1470 

;LWidth less than the mass resolution 

b See footnote 9 
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TABLE II 

Particle 
MSS 

GeV 

r tot 
MeV 

re 
IieV 

P 0.770 io. 010 150 zkO.010 6.5 zkO.5 

w 0.7828-cO.0006 10 Iko.4 0.76iO. 17 

+ 1.0197+0.0003 4.2 Ito. 1.3450.084 

d (3. 1) 3.095 hO.005 0.077~0.019 5.2 11.3 

zJ(3.7) 3.684 &O.OO;, . 0.2 - 1.0 2.2 ~0.6" 

?(4.1) 4.15 50.1 250 - 300 4 "i 1.2" 

'AsstinG% J=l and the branching fraction into hadrons z 1. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. (a) Telescoped view of detector; (b) end view of detector. 

2. Total cross section for hadron production vs. center-of-mass energy for - 

$(3. I), corrected for detector acceptance. 

3. Cross section for production of lepton pairs integrated over the range 

I cos 8 I < 0.6 vs. center-of-mass energy; (a) electrons; (b) muons. - 

No correction has been applied for the loss of events having 1 cos I > 0.6. 

4. Predictions for the ratio of p-yield to e-yield for no interference and 

complete interference. 

5. Experimental data for the ratio of p-yield to e-yield. The hypothesis of 

no interference can be excluded by having a confidence level of less than 

0.15%. 

6. Total cross section for hadron production vs. center-of-mass energy for - 

$(3. 7), corrected for detector acceptance. 

7. Graphs of photon production of a final state f. (a) normal single photon, 

(b) single photon enhanced by $I intermediate state. 

8. Reconstructed end view of an event $3.7) - G(3.1) -t- 7r-+?r-, where the 

$(3.1) decays into a pair of electrons. 

9. Raw data for fine mesh energy scan. The ordinate is proportional to the 

total cross section for hadron production. 

10. Total cross section for hadron production vs. center-of-mass energy. - 
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